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Networks in biology



[H. Jeong, S.P. Mason, A.-L. Barabasi, 

Z.N. Oltvai, Nature 411, 41-42 (2001)]

Scale-Free Network

There are “hubs”, 

interacting with lots 

of other proteins, 
while most proteins 

interact with only a 

few.

Yeast protein-protein 
interaction network

Node: proteins
Links: physical binding

Metabolic networks, transcription network also have scale-free properties.
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1) Group the disorder terms into ‘diseases’. 2) Classify diseases into ‘classes’.

Disorder-disease gene association data

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM), Morbid Map
http://http://http://http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/getmorbid.cgincbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/getmorbid.cgincbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/getmorbid.cgincbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/getmorbid.cgi

Connective tissue4q21608041ANTXR2, CMG2, JHF, ISHFibromatosis, juvenile hyaline, 228600 (3)537

Connective tissue2p22-p21182530SOS1, GINGF, GF1, HGFFibromatosis, gingival, 135300 (3)537

Gastrointestinal5q32167790SPINK1, PSTI, PCTT, TATIFibrocalculous pancreatic diabetes, susceptibility to (3)535

Endocrine4q21.2138850GNRHR, LHRHRFertile eunuch syndrome, 228300 (3)532

multiple2p24.1164840MYCN, NMYC, ODED, MODEDFeingold syndrome, 164280 (3)531

multiple22q11.2160775MYH9, MHA, FTNS, DFNA17Fechtner syndrome, 153640 (3)530

MetabolicXq28305900G6PD, G6PD1Favism (3)528

Metabolic2p23600890HADHA, MTPAFatty liver, acute, of pregnancy (3)527

Metabolic8p22-p21.3228000ASAH, ACFarber lipogranulomatosis (3)526

Metabolic3q26.1-q26.3138160SLC2A2, GLUT2Fanconi-Bickel syndrome, 227810 (3)524

multiple14q21.3609644FANCM, KIAA1596Fanconi anemia, complementation group M (3)523

multiple2p16.1608111PHF9, FANCLFanconi anemia, complementation group L (3)523

multiple17q22605882BRIP1, BACH1, FANCJFanconi anemia, complementation group J, 609054 (3)523

multiple9p13602956XRCC9, FANCGFanconi anemia, complementation group G (3)523

multiple11p15603467FANCFFanconi anemia, complementation group F (3)523

multiple6p22-p21600901FANCE, FACEFanconi anemia, complementation group E (3)523

multiple3p25.3227646FANCD2, FANCD, FACD, FADFanconi anemia, complementation group D2 (3)523

multiple13q12.3600185BRCA2, FANCD1Fanconi anemia, complementation group D1, 605724 (3)523

multiple9q22.3227645FANCC, FACCFanconi anemia, complementation group C (3)523

multipleXp22.31300515FAAP95, FAAP90, FLJ34064, FANCBFanconi anemia, complementation group B, 300514 (3)523

multiple16q24.3607139FANCA, FACA, FA1, FA, FAAFanconi anemia, complementation group A, 227650 (3)523

DISORDER CLASSCHROM. LOC.OMIMGENE NAMEDISORDER TERMID



Human Disease Network



Disconnected components

Human disease network: disconnected components

Hematological 

component

Mixed

component



Disease gene network



Blue curve represents the random 

control where we pick the same 

number of nodes while preserving 

their degrees, P<10-6.

Red edges: interaction between 

genes in the same disease.

Disease and protein-protein interaction

� PPI data from Rual et al (2005) + 

Stelzl et al (2005) + 

Literature curated interactions

Disease genes associated with common disorder are 
more likely to physically interact



Red: Distribution of PCC between 

genes in the same disease.

Blue: Distribution of PCC between 

all gene pairs.

Disease and coexpression

� Microarray data for 36 human 

healthy tissues by Ge et al. (2005)

Disease genes associated with common disorder are 
more coexpressed



Disease genes Essential genes

Non-essential 
disease genes

Hubs are associated with 
essential genes but not 

necessarily with disease 

genes.

Are Disease Genes Hubs?

Number of interactions



Are disease genes coexpressed with other genes?

Fraction of disease genes Fraction of essential genes

Highly coexpressed genes are depleted with 
disease genes but enriched with essential genes.

Average coexpression



Functional location of disease genes

Essential genes occupy the functional center;

high density

low density

Essential genes

Non-essential disease genes are in functional periphery.

Disease genes

Mutations in functional periphery leading to viable 
phenotypes can spread through population, but 

those in the functional center cannot.



Somatic mutations

high density

low density

Somatically mutated cancer genes are in the functional center; 

Perturbation of functional center leads to malignancy

Mendelian 
disease
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Complement component deficiency
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Combined 
immunodeficiency
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Diseasome+Interactome allows disease gene predictions

C5 interacts with 5 proteins 

associated with complement 

component deficiency

cf. Several discoveries of mutations

in C5 in families showing strong 

disposition to infection [Delgado-

Cervino et al. (2005); Pfarr et al. 

(2005)]



Summary and Outlook

� Network concept is important and useful in biology and medicine.

� Diseasome is introduced and the human disease network is constructed.

� Human diseases are highly interconnected through the disease genes.

� HDN analysis suggests the “disease module” picture.

� Essential genes reside in the functional center, but the disease genes are 

in the functional periphery.

� Combination of diseasome and interactome information can be used to 

predict human disease genes.

� Drug targeting, side-effects, etc.
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